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THE CZECH REPUBLIC

(1997)

Introduction

1. In 1997, the Office for the Protection of Economic Competition of the Czech Republic
(hereinafter "the Office") continued its activities from 1996 when the former Ministry of Economic
Competition was re-designated as the Office. The competence of the Office in the period of time under
consideration has remained unchanged; the Office focused on the development of conditions for the
support and protection of economic competition, executed surveillance of public procurement and
performed other activities determined by special legal regulations.

I. Legal and institutional arrangement of the protection of economic competition in the
Czech republic

1. The Existing Legal Arrangement and Legislative Changes under Preparation

2. In 1997, the legislation governing economic competition in the Czech Republic has not been
altered. Therefore, Act No. 63/1991 Coll. on the Protection of Economic Competition, as amended by Act
No. 495/1992 Coll. and Act No. 286/1993 Coll. (hereinafter "the Act"), is still in force.

3. The Act was developed on the basis of EC competition law. In essence, the Act has adopted the
provisions of Articles 85 and 86 of the Rome Treaty ("primary law"), basic institutes of secondary EC
law, and enables interpretation as implied by the decisions of the European Commission and the European
Court of Justice ("ECJ"). Today the Act may be evaluated as largely compatible with EC law.

4. In relation to obligations on the Czech Republic resulting from the Europe Agreement1, in 1997,
the Office continued to undertake activities focusing on the assurance of full compatibility between Czech
legislation governing the protection of economic competition and EC law. During 1997, the Office
developed and submitted to the Government of the Czech Republic a proposal for the amendment of the
Act on the Protection of Economic Competition. The proposal was elaborated on the basis of an analysis
of the existing competition legislation in the Czech Republic, related legal regulations and their
comparison with EC legislation. The objective of the proposal is to achieve a higher level of compatibility
with EC competition law and to strengthen legal certainty in the areas of both substantive and procedural
law. The proposal takes into account the case law of the ECJ and the decision-making activities of the
Commission, as well as the experience gained by applying the Act for the period of its effectiveness.

5. The basic principles of the proposed amendment are as follows:

•  unanimous definition of the de minimis rule for agreements distorting competition;

•  establishing an absolute prohibition against agreements aimed at price-fixing and market
sharing which will also relate to de minimis agreements;
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•  introduction of a definition of dominant position as implied by the case law of the ECJ, that
is on the basis of the principle of market power, where the market share is a significant but
not the sole criterion for the definition of dominant position;

•  introduction of a collective dominance concept;

•  expansion of the definition of concentrations between undertakings so that it fully
corresponds with the EC merger control legislation;

•  addition of a criterion of turnover of the companies involved to an existing criterion of the
market share  with respect to merger control;

•  establishing an obligation on merging parties to seek approval of a concentration prior to the
actual implementation of such a concentration and the obligation not to merge before
approval is granted;

•  omission or prolongation of a subjective time-limit for the imposition of a fine for violation
of the Act;

•  establishment of preliminary investigation powers, i.e. the ability to investigate even in the
period of time prior to the commencement of administrative proceedings;

•  establishment of sanctions relating to the distortion of economic competition by bodies of
the state administration and municipal bodies.

6. The proposal for the amendment to the Act on the Protection of Economic Competition is to be
submitted to the Government of the Czech Republic by December 31, 1998.

2. Institutional Arrangement of the Protection of Economic Competition

7. Economic competition is administered by the Office for the Protection of Economic Competition
of the Czech Republic, located in Brno. The Office is a central body of the state administration for the
support and protection of economic competition against its prohibited restriction. The Office is headed by
a Chairman who is appointed and whose appointment can be revoked by the President of the Czech
Republic upon a proposal from the Government.

8. The support and protection of economic competition is implemented in the fields regulated by
the Act on the Protection of Economic Competition and focuses on the prohibition of agreements
distorting competition, abuse of dominant and monopoly positions and merger control.

9. The Office also supervises conduct of bodies of the state administration and municipal bodies
whose decisions may contradict the Act on the Protection of Economic Competition. The responsibility of
the Office is to discover such improper acts and to seek the remedy thereof.
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3. Other competencies of the Office for the Protection of Economic Competition

10. The Office also performs surveillance of public procurement, based on Act No. 199/1994 Coll.
on Public Procurement, as amended by Act No. 148/1996 Coll. The surveillance consists of the following:

•  reviewing objections raised by bidders against steps taken by the contracting authority;
•  review of procedures employed by the contracting authority in the invitation to a public

tender;
•  participation of representatives of the Office in the opening of envelopes containing the bids;
•  collection of data pertaining to public procurement and their publication;
•  imposition of fines in cases of grave or recurrent violation of the relevant legislation.

11. During 1997, the Office proposed an amendment to the Act on Public Procurement. The
development of the said proposal focused principally on achieving a higher degree of compatibility with
EC law and on considering the practical experience and knowledge gained by the Office when performing
surveillance activities.

12. On the basis of Act No. 152/1997 Coll. on Protection Against the Import of Dumped Products,
the Office has been entrusted with co-operation in anti-dumping procedures, the execution of which is the
responsibility of the Ministry of Industry and Trade.2

II. Enforcement of competition law and policy

Statistical data

13. The following table shows the number of applications and administrative proceedings including
appeals filed against decisions taken by the Office, and the number of actions filed at the High Court
against decisions by the Minister for Economic Competition and the Chairman of the Office with respect
to appeals in the period 1992-1997:

Applications 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997

 527 611 312 601 655

Administrative proceedings 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997

Agreements distorting competition 15 9 15 28 30 27

Abuse of dominant position 20 20 16 29 24 5

Concentrations 27 83 36 51 74 58

Others 14 13 6 5 15 18

Total 76 125 73 113 143 108

Number of appeals 12 36 31 34 36 37
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Administrative proceedings 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997

Number of actions before the High Court 5 3 10 6 10

Total amount of legitimately imposed fines in 1997 10,495,000 CZK

1. Agreements distorting competition

a) General observations on agreements distorting competition

•  In 1997, the trend showing an increasing number of agreements possessing the attributes of
franchising agreements, noticed in 1996, continued. The Office has approved such agreements for
reasons of the rationalisation of economic activities, with a significant positive impact to end
customers.

•  In some cases where exceptions were granted to the agreements distorting competition, the
decisions of the Office specified limiting conditions focusing on the protection of economic
competition.

•  In 1997, the number of interventions of the Office against professional associations significantly
decreased. This fact is probably due to the stricter attitude applied by the Office in the previous
years to some of the actions of the professional associations and chambers.

•  The proceedings before the Office are administrative proceedings. According to the Act, only
those competitors whose rights and obligations determined by this Act are to be decided on in the
proceedings may be parties to such administrative proceedings. In order to ensure effective
application of the Act in the cases when the administrative proceedings are conducted against a
large number of entrepreneurs (distributors), the Office chose to conduct proceedings only against
that transgressor of economic competition whose rights and obligations in relation to the violation
of the Act were to be decided on. The Office has concluded that the intention of the Act will be
achieved in the proceedings conducted against such a contractual party which took an active part
in the conclusion of prohibited agreements with respect to its position in the market.

•  This past year witnessed the conclusion of a large number of exclusive purchasing agreements;
such contracts are entered into between producers and customers within one distribution channel
(e.g. exclusive purchasing agreements for beer). In November 1997, a letter was sent to all
breweries in which the Office informed them of the possible illegal nature of exclusive purchasing
agreements for beer. In this letter, the Office recommended that the breweries should not include
in their beer supply contracts with the operators of catering businesses any exclusive purchase
obligations concerning their beer in bottles and cans. The Office also recommended the breweries
not enter, until such time as the administrative proceedings in progress ended, into other contracts
with catering businesses which included an exclusive purchasing obligation for beer. This
recommendation from the Office was accepted by the largest breweries.

•  In 1997, some competitors entered into or submitted to the Office for approval a large number of
agreements on exclusive sale or purchase or on business co-operation in various relevant markets.
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b) Selected cases of agreements distorting competition

Jan Becher-Karlovarska Becherovka, a.s., Plzensky Prazdroj, a.s, KJB Marketing, a.s. (the decision
has been declared legally valid)

14. On November 21, 1996, the parties to the proceedings entered into a contract for business co-
operation and distribution of products, on the basis of which Plzensky Prazdroj took over the entire
distribution of Jan Becher - Karlovarska Becherovka products in the Czech Republic. The agreement
contained a provision specifying a method to be used for setting recommended maximum prices of these
products for which these would be sold to other customers within the distribution network of the
distributor and the obligation that Jan Becher - Karlovarska Becherovka prohibits in its foreign sales
contracts any re-importation of such products into the Czech Republic, except in the case of justified
complaints. In relation to the conclusion of the said contract, Jan Becher - Karlovarska Becherovka
cancelled contracts with its then current customers. The first-instance body of the Office for the Protection
of Economic Competition issued, on May 22, 1997, a decision stating violation of Section 3, paragraph 1
of the Act on the Protection of Economic Competition (prohibited agreement distorting competition), as
well as Section 9, paragraph 3 (abuse of a dominant position). The parties to the proceedings have filed an
appeal against the decision of the Office.

15. The decision of the Chairman of the Office for the Protection of Economic Competition dated
January 12, 1998, holds that the aforesaid companies violated the provisions of Section 3 paragraph 1 of
the Act by the fact that the contract for business co-operation and distribution of products they entered
into on November 21, 1996, as amended by amendment No. 1 dated February 18, 1997, included in
Article 2, paragraph 2 a prohibited and invalid agreement on the limitation of access to the market of
Karlovarska Becherovka liqueur to other competitors. Its implementation would mean the absolute
territorial protection of Plzensky Prazdroj. The decision of the Chairman of the Office further provides
that the party to the proceedings - Jan Becher-Karlovarska Becherovka - violated the provision of Section
9, paragraph 3 of the Act by the fact that, in November 1996, the company cancelled framework contracts
for purchase with its long-standing customers without prior notice providing a sufficient period of time in
advance to enable the customers to adapt their commercial policies to different distribution conditions.

16. Fines were imposed for the violation of the Act; Jan Becher - Karlovarska Becherovka was fined
100,000 CZK and Plzensky Prazdroj was fined 50,000 CZK. When determining the amount of the fines, it
was taken into account that during the administrative proceedings the parties accepted four amendments to
the contract with the objective of remedying such provisions as were in contravention of the Act on the
Protection of Economic Competition.

Unilever

17. Unilever CR, the party to the proceedings, violated Section 3, paragraph 1 and Section 3
paragraph 2, a) of the Act by the fact that its distribution contracts entered into with five distributors,
obliged the distributors to sell to their customers ice-cream and frozen-fish products for prices according
to the price list determined by Unilever. The contracts for distribution further included a provision on
exclusive distribution. The market was defined as the market in impulse, take home and catering ice
creams and as the market in frozen-fish products. The party to the proceedings, in addition to the
imposition of a fine, was ordered to remedy, that is to modify, the distribution contracts so that they do not
include the obligation of the distributors to sell for the prices determined by Unilever. No objection was
filed against the decision, which has been declared legally valid, and the fine of 400,000 CZK has been
paid.
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Sepap, a.s., Steti, Roto, a.s., Steti Papirny Bela, a.s., Bela pod Bezdezem and Euro Waste, a.s., Steti (the
decision has been declared legally valid)

18. The Office has granted an exception from invalidity of a contract distorting economic
competition in the case of a contract for the association and founding of a company, "Euro Waste",
entered into by Sepap, Roto, Papirny Bela, and the company with the present name of Euro Waste, which
leads or may lead to a distortion of economic competition in the market of recycled paper due to
significant reduction of the number of companies authorised to supply recycled paper to papermill
companies. The reason for granting the exception was to support technical and economic development in
the market in recycled paper and the long-term assurance of supplies of recycled paper to papermill
companies, including the development of improved conditions for possible entry of potential investors in
the given field. Further, when granting the exception from invalidity, similar procedures applied in
assuring supplies of recycled paper in other countries were taken into account, as well as the anticipated
savings in the costs of papermill companies and an increase in the competitiveness of such companies. On
the other hand, the founding of the commercial company "Euro Waste" was considered by the Office as a
significant intervention in the competitive environment of the market in recycled paper and therefore the
exception contained certain conditions (restricting the period of validity of the exception for one year from
the date on which the decision issued came into effect and allowing the parties to the contract to enter, if
necessary, into direct contracts with suppliers of recycled paper without the involvement of the
commercial company "Euro Waste").

2. Abuse of a dominant position

a) General observations on the area of abuse of monopoly and dominant positions

•  The highest number of cases of abuse of a monopoly or dominant position in 1997 was in
the area of natural monopolies. The experience of the Office in this area from previous years
indicates the necessity of strengthening the role of regulatory bodies and extending co-
operation between the regulatory bodies and the Office.

•  The high frequency of complaints referred to the Office relating to the practices of cable
television companies was the cause of the initiation of negotiations with respect to the
possibility of introduction of regulation in the given area3. Cable television companies have
a dominant market power and therefore it is reasonable to impose certain rules determined
for competitors with such exclusivity, or to require them to be subject to regulatory rules
governing the conditions of fair behaviour in the market. For this reason the Office
commenced preliminary negotiations on the aforesaid facts with representatives of the
Ministry of Finance, department of price regulation.

•  Abuse of the position of a competitor with a monopoly or dominant position in a local
market may have very negative effects for consumers. For example, Znojmia, a.s. forced
payments of monthly instalments to be made in advance for the steam supply in an amount
exceeding the comparable monthly payment for such supplies in the previous year by 20 –
25 % by establishing a condition under which the company was entitled to halt the supply of
steam if the customer failed to comply with the terms of payment. Business interests of
Znojemske mlekarny, a.s., which utilised the steam, became seriously endangered due to a
lack of any other available source of heat power.
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•  The amendment to the Act on the Protection of Economic Competition, elaborated in 1997,
anticipates the introduction of new definition of dominant position, as implied by the case
law of the ECJ, as the position of a competitor’s market power in the given market. Such
position allows such a competitor to behave, to a considerable extent, independently of his
competitors, customers and consumers.

b) Selected cases of abuse of monopoly and dominant positions

Vodarny a kanalizace, Karlovy Vary, a.s. (the decision of the Chairman of the Office was confirmed by
the verdict of the High Court in Olomouc, dated December 4, 1997)

19. The Vodarny a kanalizace Karlovy Vary company abused its monopoly position by conditioning
the connection of builders to the public water duct and sewerage or to an increased supply of potable
water and drainage of an increased amount of sewage water on entering into (i) a contract for the
provision of a lump-sum financial fee, (ii) a contract for the association of financial resources or (iii) a
contract for the provision of a financial contribution by the investor and the payment thereof prior to the
signing of the purchase contract for the supply of potable water. For the said violation of the Act a fine of
1,000,000 CZK was imposed on the company in May 1997. The verdict of the High Court in Olomouc
also held that the company with a monopoly position negotiated contracts in which it bound the builders
to pay a contribution they were not obliged to pay by law as the Court is not aware of any legal regulation
which would establish such an obligation. The Act prohibits such actions which enforce unfair measures,
in particular those which are unfair to competitors and consumers and which would not have been possible
had there been competition. A financial contribution not relating directly to the required fulfilment must
be considered an unfair requirement. The High Court therefore has not found any reason to confirm the
suspicion of unlawful procedure by the Office and therefore rejected the action brought by Vodarny a
kanalizace, Karlovy Vary, a.s.

Prazska energetika, a.s. (the decision of the Chairman of the Office was confirmed by the verdict of the
High Court in Olomouc, dated September 18, 1997)

20. Prazska energetika without an objectively justifiable reason, refused to enter into a contract for
the supply of electricity to CUBA company, thus abusing its monopoly position. The verdict of the High
Court held that such an attitude was only possible for Prazska energetika, a.s. due to the non-existence of
competition, thus a rejected applicant could not turn to any other supplier in order to obtain the supply of
electricity. CUBA company was handicapped as a consumer when it was refused supplies of electricity
despite its compliance with all the preconditions determined by legal regulations. Unresolved business
problems with one customer must not be transferred to third parties. The Court therefore found no reason
to confirm the suspicion of unlawful procedure by the Office and therefore rejected the action.

3. Concentrations

21. In 1997, 58 decisions were issued with respect to granting approval for concentrations compared
to 74 decisions in 1996. The decrease in the number of concentrations, including concentrations between
Czech companies and foreign investors, is probably related to the fact that last year the inflow of foreign
capital to the domestic economy fell by approximately 25%.
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22. On the basis of an analysis of economic advantages4, put forward by the parties to the
proceedings in the applications for approval of concentrations in 1995-1997, the following conclusions
may be drawn:

•  The range of economic benefits broadened significantly to include benefits for the end
consumer.

•  There appears to be a growing tendency of infrastrustructure network owners to broaden
their influence over management of the companies operating the network. The Office has
approved a concentration between Severoceska vodarenska spolecnost (North Bohemian
Water Supply Company), which is the owner of the water supply and sewerage systems, and
Severoceske vodovody a kanalizace Teplice (North Bohemian Water and Sewerage
Pipelines Teplice), which operates the systems. The North Bohemian Water Supply
Company was established by 440 towns and villages in the north of Bohemia. The largest
shareholder in the North Bohemian Water and Sewerage Pipelines, Welsch Water
International, operates the leased assets, and is responsible for water supply and drainage of
waste water. In approving the concentration, the fact that shareholder rights are being
transferred from the Fund of National Property to a specific foreign strategic capital investor
was taken into account, together with a fact that it will be possible to exert more influence
over the operating company with the aim of ensuring a supply of good quality drinking
water for inhabitants and providing better services in the disposal of waste water and its
treatment.

•  Reduction of costs, including electrical energy costs, transportation costs and salaries, were
among the decisive economic benefits of concentrations claimed by merging firms in 1997
(Impress Packaging Holding, B.V. Denver, Netherlands / Strojobal Hradec Kralove, OKD
a.s. / Prosper Trading a.s; Dispress, s.r.o. / PNS - reduction of transportation costs;
Ceskomoravska obchodni a vyrobni spolecnost (Czech and Moravian Trading and
Manufacturing Company), a.s. / Kovona Karvina, a.s., a Lesni spolecnost Jihomoravske lesy
a.s. / Lesni spolecnost Telc a.s. - reduction of overheads; EMARCO a.s. / Bask a.s. salary
savings). Costs savings were listed among economic benefits mainly by merging Czech
companies. Economic benefits expected from a planned concentration between a Czech
company and a foreign firm included primarily capital investments to modernise production,
access to control technologies know-how, entry in the foreign investor’s sales network and
joint research and development. In addition to the above economic benefits of
concentrations, other benefits for end consumers were also claimed: longer life and lower
weight of packaging with reduced negative impact on the environment (Impress Packaging
Holding / Strojobal and OKD / Prosper Trading), improved product quality (Czech and
Moravian Trading and Manufacturing Company / Kovona), sale of all papers and magazines
for customers (Dispress / PNS), faster protection against pests provided to forest owners
(Lesni spolecnost JHL / Lesni spolecnost Telc), lower prices (Emarko / Bask).

•  Monitoring trends in different industries showed that in 1997, concentration was prevalent in
engineering (e.g. in the manufacture of vehicles). An analysis carried out by the Office has
also shown that the 1997 changes in market structures were primarily motivated by efforts to
obtain foreign technological know-how, know-how for an effective management, promotion
of the professional character of services, re-training employees and costs savings.

•  The low activity in concentrations in the building construction industry noticed in 1997 is
probably related to the significant savings measures "packets” and the reduced possibility of
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being awarded large building contracts. For this reason, the re-structuralisation and
centralisation trend of building companies noticed in previous years, in which larger
building companies absorbed smaller ones when trying to offer to customers as
comprehensive an offer of services as possible, was interrupted last year.

•  Priority goals of corporate strategies in selecting joint venture partners also included
protection of the environment, promotion of trust of banks and investors, and upgrade of the
rating on capital markets. The rating benefit was listed by merging companies for the first
time last year. The results are expected to manifest themselves after a longer period.

•  Strong tendencies on the food and legumes market are connected with the overall
globalization and increasingly international character of the market.

a) Selected examples of concentrations between undertakings

AssiDomän AB / AssiDomän Holding / Sepap, a.s.

23. The Office approved a concentration which took place when the Swedish company AssiDomän
AB and its subsidiary company, AD Holding (Nederland) BV acquired a 96.13 % share of the registered
capital of SEPAP, Steti. The relevant market was identified as the market in unbleached sulphate cellulose
and cardboard. The Office, after evaluating the impact of the concentration on competition and the
advantages brought about by the concentration, concluded that the detriment which might be caused by
the restriction of competition would be outweighed by the advantages caused by the concentration (the
integration of SEPAP products into the world sales network of AssiDomän, the use of know-how in
technology, the assurance of the ecological investment project, the expansion of exports into Central and
Eastern Europe). The end consumer would benefit from the concentration through the availability of better
quality bleached cellulose products, in particular wrapping paper smooth on one side and cardboard for
the manufacture of corrugated boards.

Natura a.s. / Naturamyl a.s. / Lusiana do Brasil CIR Ltd. / Dr. Oetker, s.r.o.

24. The concentration of the above companies operating on the market of powdered products for the
preparation of milk puddings which was effected by an "Agreement on the Transfer of Ownership and
Rights" was approved with restrictive clauses and obligations imposed that were necessary for the
protection of competition. The Office approved the concentration because the companies in question were
able to demonstrate that any harm that might be caused to competition will be more than offset by
economic benefits (better product quality, improved environmental parameters of production, financial
resources, new jobs in the region). In addition, the concentration will enrich the consumer market with
new quality food products based on the latest developments of health food research and modern ways of
life, while at the same time maintaining the price and general availability of products based on original
recipes of Natura Company.
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Bongrain (Europe) S.A. / Povltavske mlekarny, a.s.

25. A concentration between the above two companies, which took place when Bongrain bought
65.36% of Povltavske Dairies and acquired control over the company, was not approved by the Office in
the first-instance decision. The Office based its decision mainly on a high concentration on the relevant
market defined as a market for cheeses with a whitish mouldy skin, barriers for new entrants on the
market, and an undesirable increase in the market power of the companies merged, without any major
benefits for consumers.

26. After new economic and technical analyses were provided by the parties, the Chairman of the
Office reversed the decision and approved the concentration with some conditions. The final consumer
will benefit from a broader and a more varied assortment of products and continued existence of
traditional products on the market. One of the conditions attached to the approval related to the protection
of consumers against unwarranted future price increases on the part of the firm enjoying a dominant
position.

4. Decision of the High Court

27. In 1997, the High Court in Olomouc dealt with 11 actions against decisions taken by the
Minister for Economic Competition and the Chairman of the Office with respect to appeals in cases dealt
with in accordance with the Act on the Protection of Economic Competition. Ten of these actions have
already been resolved. Furthermore, in 1997 the High Courts in Prague and Olomouc passed five verdicts
on cases of actions filed in 1994 -1996 against decisions taken by the Minister for Economic Competition
with respect to appeals. Out of the total 15 verdicts from High Courts in Prague and Olomouc, the actions
against the Office were rejected in 4 cases, partially accepted in 2 cases, and accepted in 9 cases. It needs
to be stated, however, that the legal opinions of the courts involved in such verdicts which overturned the
decisions of the Chairman of the Office were to a large extent identical with the legal opinions in second-
instance decisions; differences in the legal opinions of the courts usually applied to the necessity of
providing further evidence.

28. The following interpretation of principles and legal opinions results from the analysis of the
verdicts of the High Courts:

•  Limitation of the potential for the imposition of sanctions. Within the scope of the appeal
proceedings, the appeal body can not decide on a new matter which was not the subject of
the decision-making of the administrative body in the first instance. In the case of
proceedings on the imposition of a sanction, the subject of the proceedings is defined by the
unlawful action (act) for which the sanction is to be imposed. Therefore, the appeal body
may qualify the unlawful action in a different way, but it can not impose a sanction for an
action (act) other than that for which the administrative body in the first instance imposed a
sanction.

•  Practice of the Office identical with the practice of European Community institutions.
The form of abuse of a dominant position, consisting, for example, in the refusal to supply
electrical power without due cause, as well as many other anti-competitive practices
(predatory prices, restriction on parallel imports, and the like) is commonly sanctioned by
the European Commission and the ECJ, that is when applying Article 86 of the Treaty
establishing the European Community, which contains, like Section 9, paragraph 3 of the
Act, only a demonstrative list .
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•  Articles of Evidence. The High Court in Olomouc, when dealing with the action of Benzina
(joint-stock company) and Benzina (state company), where fines were imposed for entering
into a cartel agreement on the increase of fuel prices as of January 1, 1996, dealt at a very
detailed level with the matter of assurance of articles of evidence and their evaluation, as the
Office also used information from the daily press and a record of the televised speech of the
former Minister of Industry and Commerce for the provision of evidence. The Court did not
reject such measures and stated that articles from the daily press or a record of a televised
broadcast cannot be excluded from the articles of evidence, provided it is possible to realise
the subject of the administrative proceedings.

•  Application of the Act on the Protection of Economic Competition. Stredoceska
energeticka a. s., in its action against the decision of the Chairman of the Office in the case
of abuse of a monopoly position, where it requested a high proportion of costs (90%) for the
connection of customers in 1996, challenged the application of the Act on the Protection of
Economic Competition and its applicability to electricity distributors, stating that in such
cases competition is replaced by the activities of a regulatory body. The High Court in
Olomouc did not agree with such opinion and held that a monopoly environment is nothing
other than the absolute concentration of the market, and therefore the Act on the Protection
of Economic Competition fully applies to the behaviour of regulated or natural monopolies.
The existence of the control by the appropriate Ministry itself does not relieve the Office
from the obligation to protect the competitive environment from such activities of a
monopoly which are illegal in the sense of Section 9 of the Act.

•  Interpretation of the facts of the case of abuse of a dominant position. In the action of the
state-owned enterprise Prazske kanalizace a vodni toky, the company sought the repeal of
the decision of the Office, which imposed a sanction for abuse of a dominant position in the
market in drainage and sewage water treatment services. The petitioner alleged that there
had been no violation of the Act since the consequences of the petitioner’s behaviour (the
enforcement of the conclusion of mandate contracts with builders) would not be manifested
in such a market. The High Court in Olomouc rejected this argument. Protection in
accordance with Section 9, paragraph 3 of the Act is not bound to a market closely defined
by dominant position; on the contrary, the subject of protection is the protection of the
market against the consequences of actions of the one who is in a dominant position, with no
respect to where such consequences will be manifested. It is not impossible that, by abusing
the position of a competitor with dominant market power, the advantage is gained in another
market.

III. Other activities of the Office

1. Competition Advocacy in the Area of Regulated Sectors

29. In 1997, the Office, by direct participation of its representatives, as well as by written comments,
took part in negotiations on the proposal for a power engineering policy for the Czech Republic, and
negotiations on establishing a central power engineering dispatching.

30. The Office closed administrative proceedings on the matter of determining whether CEZ
(dominant electricity producer), by setting the price for the transfer of electrical power through its
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networks in a contract concluded with Prvni energeticka, a.s., (PEAS) did not abuse its dominant position.
The decision analysed several facts relating directly to the condition of a competitive environment on the
defined relevant market (services related to the transfer of electricity), and which may significantly affect
competition. In particular it was stated that in taking a factually correct decision it is necessary that the
relationships between the parties to the proceedings (CEZ and PEAS) take place in a clearly defined
setting, in which the mutual rights and obligations are governed by legal regulations. However, the
relationships established between parties on the transfer of electricity have not yet been provided for in the
Power Engineering Act as of the date of the issue of the decision; the matter of the establishment of an
independent, central power engineering dispatching has not been resolved either. A further necessary
precondition for complete identification of the true condition is, according to the aforesaid decision, the
need to know the amount of costs incurred by CEZ with respect to the transfer of electricity through its
networks for PEAS. However, such amount of costs for the transfer of electricity could not been
determined by the Office as the situation of the party to the proceedings with regard to costs was not
known at the time.

2. Intervention against measures taken by bodies of the state administration and municipal
bodies

31. In 1997, the Office discovered, on numerous occasions, cases in which municipal bodies
violated the Act by taking certain measures, issuing decrees and amending zoning plans, prohibiting new
builders or investors from building other heat resources and forcing them to connect to the central heat
supply. This effort was for the most part influenced by the fact that the municipalities own considerable
property shares in heating-plant companies, which, in the given localities, provide heat to the major part of
the municipality.

32. On the basis of an intervention by the Office, the Municipal District Ostrava – Jih repealed the
generally binding decree limiting the sale and offer of alcoholic beverages within the territory of the
municipal district. The reason was that the decree did not regulate the behaviour of a previously
undetermined number of subjects defined by general characteristics, but unilaterally interfered with the
legal status of specific subjects.

33. In 1997, the Office asked the Ministry of Justice of the Czech Republic to remedy the situation
pertaining to the availability of data on companies listed in the Commercial Register to all interested
parties (competitors). Based on an investigation stemming from a complaint, it was discovered that the
aforesaid data are made available, on the basis of a contract, to one company. The detrimental conditions
were remedied by the Ministry of Justice of the Czech Republic by making the said data freely available
by way of the Internet. The Office also asked that the Ministry of Finance of the Czech Republic to
remedy the situation pertaining to the availability of data on VAT and consumer tax payers. Based on an
investigation following a complaint, it was discovered that the aforesaid data are made available to two
subjects only. The detrimental conditions were remedied by the Ministry of Finance of the Czech
Republic by making the said data freely available by way of the Internet, thus making it accessible to all
interested parties.

34. In 1997, the Municipal Office of Karlovy Vary, in the field of taxi services, made it possible to
conclude agreements with taxi dispatchers which contained a provision excluding taxi drivers residing
outside Karlovy Vary from providing taxi services. Since such a measure could distort competition, the
Office asked that the appropriate Regional Office to amend the given agreement; Karlovy Vary complied
with this requirement.
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3. Competition advocacy with respect to draft legal regulations

35. In 1997, the Office consistently advanced a pro-competition standpoint when making comments
on draft legal regulations, or in the case of preparation of comments on documents for negotiations carried
out by the Government of the Czech Republic.

36. In commenting on the draft law on public health insurance and draft law on medical care, the
Office recommended, when defining the rights of the insured, that the right of the insured to choose a
physician according to his expert skills and trust be preferred, that is not on the basis of whether the given
physician is or is not a physician contracted by the insurance company of the insured. The Office does not
agree with exclusive provision of contractual health insurance only by health insurance companies.
Exclusive provision of such insurance would adversely affect the competitive environment in the relevant
market of this insurance product and would protect some competitors to the detriment of others.

37. In commenting on the proposal for the new copyright law, the Office rejected the attempt to
except tariff rewards and collective agreements from the scope of the Act. In addition, the Office reserved
the right to apply its comments to the regulation of the rules for entering into contracts between
organisations authorised to execute collective administration of authors’ rights and the users of the subject
of protection in connection with the rates of rewards.

38. In the opinions on the draft law on tax counselling and tax counsellors and draft law on audit and
auditors, the Office noted a significant weakening of the position of the Ministry of Finance of the Czech
Republic (state administration) and unreasonable strengthening of the position of the Chamber of Tax
Counsellors of the Czech Republic or the Chamber of Auditors of the Czech Republic. The aforesaid
strengthening of the position of both Chambers is reflected in particular in the organising of professional
examinations, determination of the scope and conditions for the execution of counselling activities or
auditing, for which only a counsellor or an auditor with a licence issued by the Chamber is authorised.

39. The comments on draft Telecommunications Act stressed the need to establish an independent
regulatory body.

40. In commenting on the draft law on the provision of complex tourism services, the Office
supported the idea that there is a possibility of depositing a corresponding financial amount with a bank as
an alternative to submitting an insurance contract, which serves as one of the conditions for granting a
licence for operating a travel agency.

41. In commenting on the proposal for the Act on the Conditions of Some Consumer Contracts, the
Office supported the idea of redressing the inequality in the competitor- consumer relationship, when the
consumer suffers from detriment but the Office cannot qualify such acts as abuse of a monopoly position;
contracts entered into between a citizen and a cable television network may serve as an example. The
Office has initiated preliminary negotiations with representatives of the Ministry of Finance on the
possibility of establishing regulation for the field of cable television.
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Appendix

List of the Most Frequently Claimed Economic Benefits for Planned Concentrations of Companies Given
by Parties to Procedures from 1995 to 1997:

 1 Capital for investments into production reconstruction and modernisation, and for
new technologies. Direct financial resources as a contribution towards capital
investments (including an improvement in the financial situation of the company,
financial stability and linking of resources, etc.), setting up a powerful capital
structure

23x 25x 16x

 2 Technological know-how 9x 11x 15x
 3 Increase in export and access to foreign markets 10x 11x 13x
 4 Better product and marketing quality which reflects in increased competitiveness 8x 18x 22x
 5 Entry in well-established distribution networks of the foreign or domestic partner 6x 7x 9x
 6 Broadening the assortment 5x 17x 11x
 7 Full use of existing production facilities, guaranteed sales, extending insufficient

production facilities and benefits of the economies of scale
4x 9x 11x

 8 Harmonisation with international standards and norms, including the standard for the
protection of life and health of employees

3x 7x 5x

 9 Adherence to environmental standards, including the introduction of
environmentally-friendly products, higher product safety for customers, environment
protection, improved waste disposal system

8x 13x 12x

10 Know-how for effective company management (introduction of marketing,
introduction of a total QA system, etc., unified system of basic assets)

3x 9x

11 Higher professional standards of work (training for employees, executive
management, improved organisation of labour)

6x 11x 9x

12 Improving customer comfort (better product quality, comprehensive services,
offering groups of products in the form of packets)

2x 16x 9x

13 Maintaining the rate of employment, creating new jobs, maintaining the existing
level of social benefits

3x 10x 6x

14 Shortening the return on investment period, cost savings, energy savings 3x 17x
15 Meeting the demand on telecommunications more quickly a flexibly 1x 0
16 Cost savings in public transport services, which will be reflected in lower state

subsidies requested for the region
1x 1x

17 Survival of well-known brand name 4x 2x
18 Joint research, access to latest technological data, optimum technological

development
10x 12x

19 Stronger position in achieving smooth raw material imports and optimising imports
and of product shipments

9x 6x

20 Cheaper products for domestic market 3x
21 Purchase of a building site for new technologies, construction of storage facilities

and joint utilisation of the said facilities
5x

22 Unification of technologies used, unified accounting records, information, etc. 2x
23 Production revitalisation 1x
24 Optimisation of economic activities (production, services, etc.) 6x
25 Better logistics on the Czech market and upgrade of existing marketing networks by

their interconnection
7x

26 Strategic security of the Czech republic in supply of petrochemicals 1x
27 Promoting the trust of banks and investors 1x
28 Better rating on capital markets 1x
29 Reduction of overheads 7x
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Notes

1. Europe Agreement establishing an association between the European Communities and their member states,
of the one part, and the Czech Republic, of the other.

2. The Office’s participation consists in the following:

− submitting opinions on an application with respect to the alleged import of dumped products;

− submitting opinions on the evaluation of an injury caused by importing dumped products and the
protection of competition;

− submitting opinions on proposals for the imposition of a temporary duty and a decision on acceptance
or cancellation of the liability of the importer;

− submitting opinions on proposed decisions to impose a final duty.

3. Unlike some EU countries in which the major share of the operators of cable TV are owned by the state,
which is to ensure control, in particular, over their behaviour in relation to customers, this area in the Czech
Republic has been completely liberalised and the operators of cable television are solely private subjects.

4. In accordance with Section 8a of the Act, the Office approves a concentration provided that the merging
companies prove that the detriment which may result from distortion of competition will be outweighed by
the economic advantages brought about by the concentration. The list of the most frequent economic
advantages for the intended concentrations given by the parties to proceedings in 1995-1997 is shown in
Appendix No. 1.


